AR Quiz for Muzz by Jonathan E. Pope
5.5 AR points awarded (if approved by student’s teacher)
1. How does Lizzie get stung by the Muzz Bug?
A. A swarm attacks her planet
B. She hits its nest with a kick ball.
C. She is thrown from a dirt bike and lands on its stinger
D. The Muzz Bug feels she is threatening his family.
2. Where does the crew find their pilot, Jagger?
A. In a secret room of an arcade.
B. At the airport
C. His home planet
D. At a Cheetohs factory
3. Why does the co-pilot, Marvin not speak words to the rest of the crew?
A. He is deaf and has never learned how to speak.
B. He has never learned English.
C. He is upset about the mission and is giving them the silent treatment.
D. He has no mouth.
4. Which best describes the Muzz Bugs as a whole?
A. Mean and spiteful
B. Dangerous and unpredictable
C. Peaceful and honorable
D. Mysterious loners
5. On the underwater planet of Semtara, what shape was the object where the crew
found the clue?
A. A colossal squid
B. A humpback whale
C. A giant sea snail
D. A giant clam

6. What problem did the crew run into on the planet of Jaysics?
A. A giant worm attacked their ship.
B. Their ship got stuck between two mountains.
C. Their ship was tossed around by a ferocious ice storm known as a
D. An army of cyclops ripped out the wiring in one of their engines.
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7. On Professor Hootie's home planet of Aviotto, what best describes the first thing the
crew does when they get there?
A. They are flown across the Canary Bay to Crow Island.
B. They entered the Cave of Albatross with torches.
C. They were escorted by guards to see Queen Darla.
D. They took a hidden elevator in a large tree up to a village in the tree tops.
8. What does Charlie tell the crew when asked about Lizzie and his parents?
A. They are on a space cruise to Galaxy 4.
B. He and Lizzie are orphans and have never met their parents.
C. They are back at home working in their dental practice.
D. They are scientists and are on an exploration mission.
9.In the final clue from Succiah's collar, what was determined to be "Mr. Roy Biv’s middle
name”?
A. Gordon
B. Bell
C. DeVoe
D. Green
10. Of the Lady Alabama's crew members, who is the most skilled in hand-to-hand
combat?
A. Charlie
B. Dr. Fox
C. Jagger
D. Professor Hootie

